
 

BEYOND THE SLOGAN 
How a Video a Day Taught Me The Winning Way 

By Keith Greiveldinger 
 

In today’s chaotic world, it’s difficult to maintain positive vibes and we 

lack the motivation to break free of the negative thoughts. Many 

people find themselves in a rut in their careers, family life, and just life 

in general. They are bored and unfulfilled, but the negative mindset is 

holding them back from breaking free and finding new opportunities in 

business and Life. Speaker and Author Keith Greiveldinger offers a 

pathway to winning the Day that will help others move towards a new 

destiny in business and Life. 

 

On Stage Keith can offer advice on the following: 

● The importance of controlling your mindset to focus on the positive vs negative in our lives 

● 3 ways we can learn from children to succeed in our careers 

● Sales and Marketing Strategies in a Negative Social Media World 

● Why you should seek challenges and the difficult path to find new strengths 

● 10 words to change your life 

 

Keith Greiveldinger is a Highly Engaging and award-winning Speaker, Coach, Social Influencer and sales 

Evangelist who loves leading others to high achievements. Keen Emotional Intelligence to bring a stylish 

approach to Relationship building Coach Keith truly enjoys helping others Win their day. 

 

Keith is the host and founder of The Win it Minute and has created a network of local events and groups 

dedicated to helping others find their way to a Winning day. 

 

Coach Keith is Colorful and articulate as he loves to utilize a passionate pitch painting a vibrant mental 

image for his clients. Keith is a connected leader with a strong emphasis on personal growth. 

 

Keith is a Local Orlando Speaker and received his Masters from the University of Central Florida in Orlando, 

Florida where he currently resides with his Wife Elisabeth and three children. 

 

For more information, please visit: 

Website: www.winitminute.com 

LinkedIn:  https://www.linkedin.com/in/keith-greiveldinger-mba-46b09a16/ 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/winitminutekeith/ 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/thewinitminute 

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/thewinitminute 

TikTok: @Winitminute 

https://www.instagram.com/lia.garvin/

